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• Financial bonds became the most prevalent release mechanism in the United States in
1997.

• Non-financial bonds are used at a rate of 32% throughout the United States for felony
offenses.

o Texas utilizes non-financial mechanisms between 3.45% and 32.92% in ALL
criminal cases.

• County jail populations in Texas are made up of approximately 50% pretrial detainees.
• As bond amounts are increased the number of defendant’s able to secure the offered bond

decreases; leading to similarly situated defendants experiencing different outcomes based
on their ability to pay.

2010 Harris County total number of defendants unable to post bond
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• This figure represents the number of defendants unable to secure the bond that is offered.
• Conservatively it identifies 16,000 inmates charged with only a misdemeanor offense

who were also scored within the two lowest risk levels by pretrial services who remain in
jail.

• Nationally, detained inmates spend a median number of 45 days prior to the adjudication
of their offense, at a cost of approximately $40 per day.

16,000 defendants X 45 days in jail X $40/thy = $28,800,000 spent by Harris County to house
defendants who cannot post bail

• Rearrest rates for defendants with financial and non-fmancial bonds remain almost equal.
• Failure to appear rates increase approximately 8% nationally when personal recognizance

bonds are used opposed to surety bonds.
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The Hidden Cost of Bail Bonds on Texas Counties
James ‘Andy ‘ Rogers

Introduction

The criminal justice system is tasked with protecting the rights of the accused as well as
protecting the community at large and upholding the nile of law. A major part of this system is
the detention of arrestees awaiting disposition of their case, as well as those already convicted for
their crimes. Once a person is arrested for commission of a crime release from jail is ordinarily
secured. The American Bar Association states “the purposes of the pretrial release decision
include providing due process to those accused of crime, maintaining the integrity of the judicial
process by securing defendants for trial, and protecting victims, witnesses and the conmmnity
from threat, danger or interference.” Furthermore, the ABA believes that statutes governing
release favor pretrial release after balancing concerns relating to the safety of the community and
the flight risk posed by the defendant.2 In general, a state has two methods to grant release of a
defendant: financial and non-financial.3 financial release includes the imposition of a dollar
amount which must be secured in conjunction with release, whereas a non-financial release is
done without a secured financial source.4

Typically, financial bonds are secured by private entities taking a percentage fee from the
defendant and a promise to pay the county if the defendant does not fulfill the conditions of his
pretrial release. This surety system ostensibly provides several advantages. First, it outsources
the role of monitoring released pretrial defendants to a private enterprise, and secondly, it places
the burden in both financial and man-hour terms onto the private entity.5 This second benefit
serves to conserve county resources that would otherwise be expended monitoring pretrial
defendants and searching for those who failed to appear in couri6 Additionally, the surety system
is said to provide an alternative revenue stream based on forfeited bonds on those that are unable
to be hailed back to court after a non-appearance.7

The release determination and application of a financial bond involves a calculated risk
estimation: the greater the risk, the greater the bond. At the center of the determination in all
United States jurisdictions is the consideration of the risk of flight and the safety of the
community.8 Thus the determination follows that if Defendant X is a low risk of flight and
provides no specific, continuing threat to the community he will be released with a bond set at a
nominal amount; whereas Defendant Y who shows significant risk factors that lead authorities to
question either his likelihood of returning to court willingly or the safety of the community upon
his release will in many cases be offered a much higher bond or by denial of bond completely.
Commercial sureties secure the release of an estimated two million pretrial defendants each
year.9 The release of pretrial defendants is vital to the continued functioning of a confmement
system necessarily limited by capacity and budgetary concerns.

However, the arguments in favor of a fmancial release system can be refuted both in
theory and on practical grounds. A problem exists in a system which ensures the safety of the
community and compliance with the court’s authority by only a sliding monetary scale. It would
appear that we are no more safe because the bond of a defendant is raised, if the bond is still
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secured, therefore we are no more less safe when a bond amount is unable to be secured if other
similarly situated defendants are able to secure that bond.

Overtime the use of fmancial release mechanisms has become the norm in the United
States.’° The mantra carved into the Supreme Court building is “equal justice under the law.”
Equal justice not only means equal administration, but also equal outcome. We acknowledge the
desire for equal outcome by creating sentencing guidelines at the federal level,1’ and reaffirm the
idea in mandated changes to drug sentencing disparities between crack cocaine and powder
cocaine, for example.’2 Making the ability to secure pretrial release of similarly situated
defendants dependant on the ability to pay effectively introduces a caste system into the criminal
justice system.

On a practical note concerns have arisen as well. First, payments to counties from
commercial bondsmen have failed to be made, due to lax oversight and financially over extended
bondsmen.’3 Additionally, even while commercial bondsmen secure the release of two million
pretrial defendants annually, jails are suffering from overcrowding. Simply put, commercial
avenues are not capable of fully dealing with the complex problem of pretrial overcrowding.

Tins paper advocates for the comprehensive use of non-financial release conditions as an
alternative to the financial release program. It addresses the issues present in the current climate
and the application and potential outcome that could be expected. Part I will address the number
of pretrial detainees. Part II will focus on release practices, followed by Part III which identifies
the reasons many people are unable to secure release and provides estimates of how many people
this affects. Finally, Part IV considers the outcomes likely with a larger scale application of non
fmancial release conditions.

I. Pretrial Detainees

To better appreciate the advantages and disadvantages associated with different pretrial
release mechanisms it is important to understand the potential impact that changes could have in
the jail population. To begin, Figure I provides the total numbers of pretrial detainees housed
within county jails for the six largest urban counties in Texas.

Figure 1 shows little that is surprising. Detainees with a pending felony charge account
for the vast majority of the pretrial jail populations, whereas detainees with a less serious
pending misdemeanor or state jail felony are present in fewer numbers. Figure 1 only shows the
total numbers which is useful form global overview but less useful for comparative purposes.
figure 2 relates the primary data in Figure 1 as a percentage of the total jail population for each
respective county, showing what degree the housing of pretrial detainees plays on j all
overcrowding in each county. Figure 3then normalizes the total number of pretrial detainees
based on the total population of the respective county.
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figure 2 demonstrates that the county jail pretrial populations in the most populous Texas
counties range from just below 45% in El Paso County to just below 70% in Travis County.
Thus, Figure 2 is an important piece of the comparative analysis of the counties, which is fully
depicted in figure 3.

figure 3 compares, relative to the county population, the distribution of pretrial detainees
in each of the three major classes of criminal offenses in Texas: misdemeanors, state jail
felonies, and felonies. This depiction is necessary because it identifies both the relative number
of pretrial detainees in each category and, by implication the relative success of different release
practices in lowering those numbers. The idea behind the use of non-financial personal bonds is
that defendants facing less serious charges could be more readily released without fear, from the
community, of flight or subsequent offense thus alleviating jail overcrowding issues within a
given county. Interestingly, while, Travis County reported issuing 18,275 personal bonds during
fiscal year 200914 (compared to just 5,823 personal bonds issued in Harris County during
200915); the county detains pretrial misdemeanor defendants at a rate more than three times that
of Harris.
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Figure 3: Number of Pretrial Detainees

Admittedly, this statistic without more does not mean much. It could mean that Travis
County typically charges more misdemeanors than other counties or that despite the issuance of
personal bonds they have a population that is not reached by current assessment measures or are
ineligible under their defined guidelines to receive a personal bond. What it definitely does say is
that jail overcrowding is not alleviated simply by issuing more personal bonds. It is also affected
by charging decisions, arrest patterns, and assessment instruments.
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Figure 3: Adapted from Texas Commission on Jail Standards, 2011 Average Daily Populations; U.S. Census
2010.
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IL Pretrial Release Practices P

figures 1-3 showed the scale of the problem ofjail overcrowding. This section focuseson which release procedures would best serve each community. The options are vast and thenuances great but we can look at some data to examine what is actually being done with respectto the idea of issuing personal bonds to low-risk detainees. Across the United States the twomajor avenues for pretrial release have been through the use of surety bonds and personalrecognizance bonds or, in plain language, financial and non-fmancial bonds.16 hr manyjurisdictions, following arrest the next step is to secure a bond from a commercial bailbondsman. However, the rise of the commercial bail agent has only happened recently in theUnited States. figure 4 shOws that during the late 1 990s surety bonds overtook personalrecognizance (PR) bonds.

fl
figure 4 shows the progression of the reliance on different types of release mechanisms.Because figure 4 breaks down bond types past the simple financial and non-financial categorieswe will briefly defme the significant groupings. Surety bonds allow a defendant to pay apercentage of the set bond amount to a commercialized bail agent.’7 A PR bond, however, allowsthe defendant to merely enter into an agreement to return to urt)8 The specific language foundin the Texas Code does not allow for a personal recognizance bond but for an unsecured personalbond.19 The difference is that in an unsecured bond an actual bond amount is set which is to beforfeited by the defendant if warranted in cases such as failures to appear, but because of theunsecured nature of this bond it is still considered a non-financial bond for release purposes.functionally, at the point of release, there is no difference between a personal recognizance bondand an unsecured personal bond.
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Figure 4: Bond Type of State Court Felony
Defendants (75 Largest Counties)
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Figure 4: Adapted from Bureau of Justice Statistics Report 2, supra note 3.



Figure 4 shows the progression of the reliance on different types of release mechanisms.
Because Figure 4 breaks down bond types past the simple financial and non-financial categories
we will briefly defme the significant groupings. Surety bonds allow a defendant to pay a
percentage of the set bond amount to a commercialized bail agent.2° A PR bond, however, allows
the defendant to merely enter into an agreement to return to court.2’ The specific language found
in the Texas Code does not allow for a personal recognizance bond but for an unsecured personal
bond.22 The difference is that in an unsecured bond an actual bond amount is set which is to be
forfeited by the defendant if warranted in cases such as failures to appear, but because of the
unsecured nature of this bond it is still considered a non-financial bond for release purposes.
Functionally, at the point of release, there is no difference between a personal recognizance bond
and an unsecured personal bond.

While we can easily identify from figure 4 that reliance on surety bonds has surpassed
the use of PR bonds, the percentage shown is not representative of the actual rates used in
totality. An important factor when determining pretrial release, especially within the scope of
non-financial bonds, is how defendants are recognized and then released. The process of
recognition of potential candidates and guidelines allowing for their release is at the heart of non
financial release and monitoring programs. for instance, the data presented in figure 4 is the
percentage of released felony defendants in the 75 largest counties in the United States by the
type of bond they received.23 It was determined that this cohort secured release in ultimately 62%
of the cases.24 Therefore a more accurate measure for how pretrial release effects the entire jail
population is not a percentage of total releases but a percentage of total arrests. Simply put, even
if you gave 100% of those screened non-fmancial bonds it does not affect the relevant issues if
only a small portion of the jail population was screened for release. It is a simple concept, but
still data derived from these types of studies does not always emphasize this measure.

If during the 1990s the use of commercial bondsmen became the most common way to
secure release from jail as shown above, then the reliance on financial release mechanisms in
Texas was more extreme. figure 5 demonstrates a 2008 snapshot of the amount of non-financial
bonds issued in four Texas counties. figure 5a expands the coverage dates in relation to Harris
County over a four year period running from 2007-2010. figure 5 reveals several discrepancies
exist. first, the national average of non-financial bonds is approximately 32% over a 14 year
period compared to major Texas counties that implement non-financial bonds at a rate between
3.45% (El Paso) and 32.92% (Travis County).25 At first glance it would appear that Travis
County was in line with national averages for non-financial pretrial release, however, the Travis
County average is based on a total number ofjail admissions for both misdemeanor and felony
offenses compared to the national average based only on felony defendants. This discrepancy
allows the inference that a true national average would be higher than the asserted 32% which
would therefore cause all Texas counties to fall well under the true national average to some
unknown degree. This is an interstate discrepancy and can be accounted for by many factors
including the authorization of different types of release, the funding and screening instruments
used by pretrial services departments, and the makeup of offenses in a given jurisdiction.
Because of these uncontrollable variables, this interstate discrepancy is not of great concern, and
primarily stands to show the possible impact of such programs in Texas.
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Discrepancies interstate are less troubling than intrastate discrepancies because intrastatediscrepancies indicate to remarkably different outcomes within the state’s justice systemdepending on the county in which you are arrested. The second discrepancy observable in Figure5 is the intrastate disparity in release practices. While the initial processes of bond determinationvaries between Texas counties the final decision ultimately lies with the presiding judge of the
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trial court26 Even judges within any given county may vary greatly in the use of non-fmancial
bond usage.27

Approved personal bonds
Personal bonds approved by state District Court
judges in Travis County after an initial ‘no’
recommendation by Pretrial Services in fiscal
year 2009

Wilford Flowers .

147th District Court 26

£.Aike Lynch
66167th District Court

Charlie Baird
408299th District Court

Bob Perkins
42331st District Court

Julie Kocurek
390th District Court

Brenda Kennedy
403rd District Court

!l,Ielissa Goodwin and
Jim Coronado 61

427th District Court”
District Court lulagistrate 76

Goodwin from Oct. 1 to Dec. 31. 2008;
coronado from Jan. 1 to 5ept 31, 2009

Source: Travis County Pretrial Services department

Robert Caizada

figure 6: Steven Kreytak, District Judge’s High
Use ofPersonal Bonds Singled Out, AMERICAN
STATESMAN, Nov. 20, 2010 (illustrating the
variances between judges in Travis County when
issuing non-financial personal bonds during fiscal
year 2009) available at
http://www.statesman.com/news/statesman
investigates/district-iud_ges-high-use-of-personal
bonds-singled-I 063239.html.

In Travis County, for example, one Judge has been criticized for utilizing his authority
despite negative referrals from the pretrial services staff. Figure 6 illustrates this assessment. 2$

This disparity is made possible by the vesting of ultimate discretion with a single individual who
can either follow or disregard recommendations by pretrial services divisions that result from
evidence-based practices. Under Texas law either the trial court judge or a magistrate has the
authority to issue a personal bond.29 One suggested alternative which alleviates this issue is
vesting the initial release authority in a pretrial services department based on established
evidence-based practices.3°

III. Securing Release

As the previous section have shown, jails house significant numbers of pretrial detainees
and judges more often than not decline to release people on non-financial bonds. This section
examines both how many individuals are able to actually make bond and how long those unable
to make bond stay in jail before the disposition of their case. figure 7 shows that the increased
reliance on financial release mechanisms that started in the United States in the late 1 990s
produced a corresponding increase in those offered bail but unable to pay the amount to secure
release.3’
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Figure 7: Bureau of Justice Statistics Report 2, supra note 3. IThe Eighth Amendment disallows excessive bail amounts that may unnecessarily hinderthe release of an accused person.32 Bail amounts are guided in Texas by the requirement that thejudge taking the bail consider the following rules:

(1) The bail shall be sufficiently high to give reasonable assurance that the Iundertaking will be complied with. (2) The power to require bail is not to be soused as to make it an instrument of oppression. (3) The nature of the offense andthe circumstances under which it was committed are to be considered.(4) The Iability to make bail is to be regarded, and proof may be taken upon this point.(5)The future safety of a victim of the alleged offense and the community shall beconsidered.33
I

Despite, the nature of the above statute requiring an individualized bail assessment, somecounties implement a standardized bail schedule.34 While seemingly cutting the individualizedassessment out of the equation, standardized bond schedules can act to remove disparities in bailassessments. Regardless of the use of a standardized bond schedule, it is likely that somedefendants who would be considered low risk upon release remain in jail due to an inability topay. The inability to make bail could be a result from the use of a high bail amount to furtherdetain defendants who are considered either a continuing threat or a flight risk (opposed tomerely holding these defendants without bail) or it may be a result of low risk defendants whoare unable to secure any amount of bail, no matter how low. As one might, expect figure $shows that the lower the bail amount the more defendants are able to post bond.35 figure $agenerally shows the same trend applicable in Harris County: the higher the bond, the less likely adefendant will be able to pay the amount required regardless of the charges that are pendingagainst the defendant.36
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Figure 8:Percent of State Court Felony
Defendants Released for Largest 75 U.s.

Counties
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Figure 8: Adapted from Bureau of Justice Statistics Report 3, supra note 3.

Figure 8a:

Figure 8a: Adapted from HARRIS COUNTY PRETRiM SERVICES, ANNUAL REPORTS 2010 available at
http://www.hctx.net/CmpDocuments/59/Annual%20Reports/2OlOAnnuaJ%2OReportpdf.
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The question remains as to how many defendants are detained pending the completion of
their case because they are unable to make bail. Unfortunately, this statistic is not currently
tracked. figures 9 and 9a estimates the number of pretrial detainees for Harris County who have
been offered bond but are unable to meet the financial obligation. This represents the number of
people housed in the county jail for the failure to pay while a simiiariy situated individual is
released upon paying the bond. figure 9 examines the entire Harris County cohort, whereas
figure 9a examines only defendants with misdemeanor charges. Harris County is an ideal county
to study because the county actively reports this data in its pretrial services annual report37 and
actively uses a recommended bail schedule.38

Figure 9: Harris County % of total arrests to
make bond
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Figure 9: Adapted from HARRIS COUNTY PRETRIAL SERViCES, ANNUAL REPORT 2010 at 8.

figure 9a examines the misdemeanor population. In 2010, Harris County arrested 98,922
people, 63.$%, or 63,151 people had only misdemeanor charges filed against them.39 figure 9a
shows that the differential between of those offered a surety bond in the $500-$ 1,000 range is
4,677 persons or 7.4%. When the bond amount is increased to the $l,001-$5,000 range the
number of people unable to post bond jumps nearly 250% to 11,502 persons which is equivalent
to 18.3% of this category. finally, when bond on a misdemeanor charge is between $5,001 and
$10,000, which applied in 12,526 cases, only 4,165 defendants are able to post bond. At this high
bond rate, only 8,361 defendants facing only misdemeanor charges or 13.2% of the defendants
eligible for a surety bond in this bond category were detained. In contrast, their more financially
advantaged counterparts are able to pay to secure their release pending the outcome of their case.
This differential data is presented in figure 9b along with the corresponding felony data.4°
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Figure 9a: Harris County Misdeamenor
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Figure 9a: Adapted from HARRIS COUNTY PRETRIAL SERVICES, ANNUAL REPORT 2010 at 8.

Figure 9b: 2010 Harris County total number of
defendants unable to post bond
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Figure 9b: Adapted from HARRIS COUNTY PRETRIAL SERVICES, ANNUAL REPORT 2010 at 8.

The decision to offer bail reflects a finding that the defendant is neither a threat to society
nor a threat to flee. Yet with the surety system approximately 53,000 defendants in Harris
County are unable to make bond each year while other similarly situated, albeit wealthier,
defendants are able to walk free.4’ Using the standardized misdemeanor bail schedule in Harris
County we can get an idea of what people are actually charged with. If bond falls within the
$500-$ 1,000 range the defendant would likely be charged with either a single class A
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I
misdemeanor or a class B offense with the possibility of a prior misdemeanor conviction.42
Additionally, we see that to increase the bond into the price category a more substantial criminal
history is required or for the defendant to afready be on community supervision or bond for
another pending case.43 Interestingly, the misdemeanor bond schedule does not contemplate a
bond over $5,000 therefore those cases are likely due to court procedures to raise the bond
amount for some reason.44 Bluntly put, it is likely that defendants with such a criminal history or
a felony offense that demands excessively high bond amounts would not be seen by many
screening methods as a good candidate for release. Yet, because they can afford the bond and
because jails are overcrowded with those lesser threats unable to make even a $500 bond, we
release them back into the community. To arrive at the number of low risk individuals a different
way than by analyzing published bond schedules we can look at assessed risk levels. Harris
County Pretrial Services assessed final risk assessment levels of low in $, 120 misdemeanor cases
and 2,676 felony cases and low moderate risk levels to 13,854 misdemeanor cases and 5,659
felony cases for a total of roughly 30,000 defendants of which approximately 22,000 are charged
with a misdemeanor only.45 Recall that the differential release numbers for misdemeanor
defendants with bond set between $500-$10,000 was 24,540 defendants or 16,179 defendants if
the defendants exceeding the standardized bond schedule are removed as previously suggested.
These numbers give us a range of pretrial defendants who are unable to make bond ranging from
16,000-53,000.

Money is a major factor in the criminal justice system. It is by its nature a drain on public
funding because it does not truly have the ability to be a revenue source. Yet it is vital to the
functioning of an ordered society. How much money is being spent to house people who the
courts have determined can be safely released because they are unable to pay? first, let’s start
with Harris County misdemeanor cases. Earlier we estimated that 16,000-25,000 defendants are
offered bond but are unable to pay. A common estimate per inmate for housing costs is between
$40-$45 per day.46

Next, we factor in the number of days one of these defendants is likely to spend in jail
awaiting the disposition of his case. Harris County Pretrial Services was until mid-2010 in a
unique position in that it would supervise both defendants released under a personal bond, as is
typical, and a selection of defendants who posted a financial bond.47 This may add a confounding
factor to this data, because it is only representative of a fraction of the total population released
on financial bonds. figure 9 shows the median number of days supervised by offense level for
HarrisCountyin20ll.

In 2010 the median level of days supervised for defendants issued a financial bond for a
misdemeanor case in Harris County was 85 compared to 58 for those issued a personal bond.48
This number misses the mark for the determination of how long defendants remain in jail prior to
adjudication. In truth, the number of days a defendant is in jail prior to conviction is likely
shorter.
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Figure 9: Median Days Supervised by Offense
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•2009
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A report by the Bureau of Justice Statistics shows that detained defendants, irrespective
of charge spent a median of forty-five days from arrest to adjudication, forty days shorter than
those released in Harris County on a non-financial bond assuming the non-financial bond is
implemented quickly.49 If we estimate that defendants spend an average of forty-five days in jail
prior to adjudication, and that approximately 16,000 defendants are unable to secure release and
thus fall into tiris category, and that those defendants cost on average $40 per day to house we
may estimate that the county spends $28,800,000 on housing defendants who are unable to make
bail.

Table 1 shows that detained defendants’ cases are adjudicated much sooner than
defendants who secured pretrial release. Because of the well established prevalence of plea
bargaining this differential may identify an increased incentive to plea bargain and thus bring an
end point to the case. This incentive is also evidenced by increased rates of conviction for
detained defendants. In all but misdemeanors cases the conviction rate was significantly higher
than that of similarly situated defendants who were able to secure pretrial release.5° With regard
to Harris County disposition data for all cases where a personal bond was given, 49.6% faced no
additional jail time and 24.8% were not convicted at all, compared to only 16% of the defendants
that pretrial services supervised who had a fmancial bond.51 Strangely, defendants supervised
with a financial bond served no additional jail time at a rate of 41.2%, which is less than the rate
for their personal bond counterparts.52 This reduction is likely explained by the increased amount
ofjail time incurred as a result of slower processing of financial bonds which will be discussed
in the next paragraph.53
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Table 1: Adjudication outcomes for released and detained State court felony defendants inthe 75 largest counties, 1990-2004

DetainedReleased defendants defendantsMedian number of days from arrest to
adjudication

127 days 45 daysAdjudication
outcome

Convicted 60 % 78 %felony 46 % 69 %
Misdemeanor 14 % 9 %Not

convicted
40 % 22 %Dismissal/acquittal 31 % 19 %Other outcome 9 % 2 %Note. Detail may not add to total because of rounding.Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics Report 7, supra note 3.

Savings however do not only come from releasing defendants prior to final adjudication.Table 2 from the Bureau of Justice Statistics shows that the average time from non-financialrelease until adjudication is reduced with respect financial release alternatives.54 This is similarto data discussed previously relating to Harris County in figure 9. Additionally, the report showsthat non-financial releases are affected at a quicker rate, thus reducing the amount of time adefendant actually spends in jail pre-traiL55 Within one week from arrest between 75-80% ofboth financial and non-financial releases had occurred, but non-financial releases occurred at arate of 59% 1 day after arrest compared with 45% of those securing a financial release.’6 ITable 2: Time from pretriat release until adjudication of State court felony defendants inthe 75 largest counties, 1990-2004
Average Time

Type of release Mean MedianAll types 112 days 90 daysfinancial releases 125 days 106 daysSurety bond 125 106full cash
bond 122 100
Deposit bond 126 108Property
bond 140 120Non-financial releases 101 days 75 daysRecognizance 98 72
Conditional 103 75Unsecured
bond 110 86Source: Bureau of Justice Statistics Report 5, supra note 3.
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This data highlights potential costs savings by using personal bonds in lieu of fmancial
bonds. The areas include, reduced case disposition time and reduced time to secure release.
However, with these reductions comes the increase in supervision costs that once were
maintained by the private bonding agencies and under a personal bond program are monitored
under the authority of the county.

IV. Outcomes and Issues

The increased use of personal bonds would require that the county direct the supervision
of defendants and also be responsible for apprehending them if they fail to appear. We will now
identify rates of defendants who fail to appear and re-offend while released. These failure rates
are a critical part of the analysis because they go to the heart of protection of the community as
well as the efficient flmctioning of the criminal justice system.

Figure 10: Pretrial misconduct rates for State
court felony defendats in the 75 largest

counties, 1990-2004
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Figure 10: Bureau of Justice Statistics Report 8, supra note 3.

figure 10 shows that overall misconduct, regardless of type of pretrial release is around35%57 A breakdown of this data based on the type of bond received is shown in Table 3•58 Table
3 shows that failure to appear rates are more likely to occur among those defendants released on
recognizance. The rate of rearrest is virtually eual among all type of release.59 Harris County
reported rates lower than this national average. 0 Recipients of personal bonds in Harris County
had a failure to appear rate of 10.0% compared with the supervised financial bond population of
just 4.1%.6t



Table 3: State court felony defendants in the 75 largest counties charged with pretrialmisconduct, 1990-2004.

Percent of released defendants charged with
pretrial misconduct

Number of Any failure to
defendants type Rearrest appear fugitiveType of pretrial release

Release on
recognizance 80,865 34 % 17 % 26 % 8 %Surety bond 78,023 29 % 16 % 1$ % 3 %Conditional
release 31,162 32 % 15 % 22 % 6 %Deposit bond 20,993 30 % 14 % 22 % 7 %Unsecured bond 17,001 36 % 14 % 30 % 10 %full cashbond 11,190 30 % 15 % 20 % 7 %Property bond 3,649 27 % 17 % 14 % 4 %Emergency release 2,656 52 % 17 % 45 % 10 %Source: Bureau of Just ice Statistics Report 9, supra note 3.

IWhile it appears that the likelihood of rearrest is not affected by the type of bonddefendants are placed on, it does appear that the use of surety bonds reduces the failure to appearrate. This is a disconcerting finding because an increase in failure to appear rates will ultimatelyrequire local law enforcement to serve warrants for the defendant’s arrest. Alternatively, underthe surety system a bondsman would be responsible to initially locate the defendant or elsesurrender the bond amount.62

Issues:

IA majority of this article focused on data published by Harris County. Harris County isinteresting to study because Harris County, more than any other county in Texas, relies on Ioutside contracts to house a portion of its jail jopulation.63 In 2009 Harris County spent $17million on housing inmates in other jails.64 Texas recently has had an outbreak of issuessurrounding bail bondsman which may lead some to feel apprehensive about any services they Iprovide. For instance the Dallas Morning News has reported that Dallas County has been remissin collecting at least $35 million in forfeitures that result when suspects fail to show up forcourt.65 Similar findings of $26 million were reported in Harris County.66 Smaller counties have Ihad bad luck from bond companies going broke and being unable to secure the bonds they areresponsible for. 67

Even if a county manages to implement a policy that reduces the population of their jail,savings are not guaranteed.68 Upon reducing jail populations private jailers contracting with thecounty may demand an increase in price per inmate to compensate for the reduction in revenuedue to them.69
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Conclusion

Detention and release of pretrial defendants is necessary to the functioning of county jails
and the fairness of the criminal justice system. Detention and release is also directly linked to
concerns over community safety. In many states it is a matter of course that arrestees secure
release by paying a fmancial bond, which does not have to be the case. For example, in
Kentucky, Illinois, Oregon, and Wisconsin commercial bail agents are not allowed to operate.7°
These states rely on non-financial release mechanisms in most instances. Texas issues non
financial bonds at a rate lower than most of the urban areas in the country. It is estimated that in
Harris County alone 16,000 arrestees are detained annually on only misdemeanor charges
because of the inability to pay. The linking of release from detention to a monetary imposition

operates to create a caste system between similarly situated defendants who can afford bail and
those who cannot. furthermore, this caste system burdens Harris County with an estimated $28
million annually in jail expenditures for these defendants unable to post bail.

Implementing non-financial means of release has been shown to reduce case disposition
times and secure faster release of eligible defendants thus saving counties money. Additionally,
the implementation will alleviate undue pressure to plea bargain which reduces disparities in
outcome.

Despite these positive effects, evidence suggests that those defendants released without
financial incentives to return to court fail to appear at a higher rate than those who have secured
financial release. This drawback is best alleviated by a more robust pretrial services department

to provide notification and monitoring. Additionally, abdicating power to a pretrial services
department serves to reduce intrastate disparities in the application of Texas law as it pertains to
bail.

The benefits provided for by the use of commercial bail agents are negated by lax
oversight resulting in large amounts of unpaid forfeited bonds. A properly funded pretrial
services department can provide the same service while alleviating overcrowding in county jails
and increasing the fairness of the criminal justice system for all parties.
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